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A
This classic  updo with its  
smooth swept sides and 
back brushed bangs flows 
into luscious loose curls. 
Backbrushing is also 
known as ruffing.



B
This sophisitcated French 
twist features partings 
of cascade curls that are 
rolled back  and stacked 
onto the twist.



C
This beautiful style 
combines  the sleek Dutch 
braid  with loose waves 
and curls. The Dutch 
braid is also known as 
the reverse French braid.



D
Modernizing the Bouffant 
this beautiful style has 
fullness at the crown and 
long loose curls. Adding 
texture to the sleek bangs 
are three fine braids.



E
This whimsical version of 
the classic bun 
overdirects the hair to the 
side for a causual 
elegance.  



F
A beautiful Angel braid 
keeps the hair off the face 
as it blends with glossy 
ribbons of curls.



G
This beautiful modern , 
French braided ,version of 
the classic French twist, 
is adorned with lovely 
Barrel curls.



H
Volumes of hair are 
created in this modern 
version of the Bouffant 
pony tail. Highlighted 
double braids accessorize 
the hair like a headband.



I
This updo with 
Dutch Crown Braids  
and tousled bun is                                                                                                                                               
a beautiful and romantic 
way to wear your hair up.                                                                



J
This attractive beauty 
reflects  glossy and 
polished mounds of spiral 
curls.  The spiral  wave 
was one of the first
methods used for 
waving long hair.



K
The classic 
three strand braid is  
cleverly created into the 
letter K. And beautiful 
French braids flow  from 
the sides into a low side 
bun.



L
This  beautiful and 
creative side French 
braid, is designed  from 
the left side of the head 
into the shape of the 
letter L.



M
Luscious Barrel curls 
make this updos 
impressive movement  
reflect the sheen of the 
hair.
Barrel curls are wound 
without using a roller. 



N
Beautiful smoothed sides 
and bangs flow into 
mounds of tousled curls 
atop this updo. Back 
combing is also known as 
French lacing.



O
This Grecian Braid is 
inspired by  by the Greeks 
who French braid the hair 
in a circular direction to 
create a simple but 
elegant updo.



P
Beautiful soft glossy 
waves
and curls adorn this style.
Controlling the size of the  
curl determines the width 
of the wave.



Q
This lovely “Shabby Chic” 
bun  with loose curls  can 
be worn on the side or 
lower part of the neck. 



R
This  glossy Chic style  of 
the French Twist  is the 
perfect sophisticated 
updo.



S
The elegance of this 
waterfall updo has vol-
umes of loose waves and 
curls that is styled half 
up and half down creating 
a casual sophistication.



T
Captivating is this 
beautiful updo which 
features an elaborate 
basketweave and long 
luscious curls.



u
Crowning this updo with a 
French braid  are luscious 
curls  which abound and 
surround in this style.



V
This Asian Persuasion 
updo features  Angel 
braids and volumes 
beautiful  loose curls.



Artfully done this verti-
cal Finger wave which 
is reflective of a 1920’s 
style. It was often used as 
a styling method in the 
1930’s replacing the 
marcel iron. 

w



X
With every hair in place 
This beauty of a bun 
features glossy ribbons of 
hair shaped into the 
letter X accented by a 
braided bun.



y
This updo  infuses and-
combines a sleek  smooth  
style into an 
elaborate Fishtail braid, 
aslo known as the 
Herringbone braid.



Z
This astounding updo 
features Corn Rows which 
are a traditionally an 
African style and  it also 
intergrates toulsled curls 
in a  sparkled Mohawk 
hairstyle.
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